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Abstract
Online communities that allow their users to express their personal preferences, such as the members they trust and the products
they appreciate, are becoming increasingly popular. Exploiting these communities as playgrounds for sociological research we
present two frameworks for analyzing the correlation between interpersonal trust and interest similarity. We obtain empirical results
from applying the two frameworks on two real, operational communities, that suggest there is a strong correlation between both
trust and interest similarity. We believe our findings particularly relevant for ongoing research in recommender systems and
collaborative filtering, where people are suggested products based on their similarity with other customers, and propose ways in
which trust models can be integrated into these systems.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Trust; Similarity; Collaborative filtering; e-commerce; Distributed systems

In today's networked worlds, uncertainty and anonymity are important factors that bear strong implications
on decision-making. Several researchers have therefore
proposed to incorporate the concept of interpersonal trust
into electronic interactions [32], and proposed several
computational trust models [37,43,41]. These models
intend to predict which people are deemed trustworthy,
based on the people one given agent trusts, the people the
trusted agents trust, and so forth. Trust can be seen as an
adequate decision-support tool that dissects relevant and
reliable information sources from unreliable [28,26].

Recently, approaches incorporating trust models
into online recommender systems have started gaining momentum [42,31,20], synthesizing recommendations based upon opinions from trusted peers
rather than most similar ones. 1 Decentralized recommender systems cannot rely on generic collaborative filtering methods alone, because the latter have
been shown to exhibit poor scalability [54,60]. Novel
approaches that allow some sort of pre-filtering and
scalable neighborhood formation (such as trust-based
recommenders) are required. To this end, trust becomes a supplementary or even replacement filtering
mechanism.
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1
Recommender systems, or “collaborative filtering” systems, make
product recommendations based upon the opinions of people bearing
high similarity with the user for whom to make recommendations.

1. Introduction
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However, in order to provide meaningful results, trust
must reflect user similarity to some extent; recommendations only make sense when obtained from like-minded
people exhibiting similar taste.
Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [2] claim that given some
predefined domain and context, e.g., communities of
people reading books, people create ties of friendship
and trust primarily with people resembling their own
profile of interest. Jensen et al. [25] make likewise assumptions, supposing similarity as a strong predictor of
friendship: “If I am a classic car enthusiast, for example,
my friends will likely share my interests […]. In other
words, my circle of friends is likely to either share the
same values as I do, or at least tolerate them.”
Reasons for that phenomenon are manifold and
mostly sociologically motivated, like people's striving
for some sort of social affiliation [15]. For instance,
Pescovitz [48] describes endeavors to identify trust
networks for crime prevention and security. Its advocates
operate “on the assumption that birds of a feather tend
to flock together […]”, an ancient and widely-known
aphorism. However, though belief in the positive relation
of trust and user similarity has been widely adopted and
presupposed, thus constituting the foundations for trustbased recommender and rating systems, to our best
knowledge, no endeavors have been made until now to
provide “real-world” empirical evidence.
We want to investigate and analyze whether a positive
correlation actually holds, relying upon data mined from
two online communities, one focusing on books, the other
on movies. Studies involve several hundreds of members
indicating which books or movies they like and which
other community members they trust. Demonstrating a
correlation between trust and user similarity provides the
foundation for filtering information based on the user's
social relationships. Collaborative filtering algorithms can
then adopt some features of this social filtering by integrating results obtained through computational trust
models. Our motivation mainly derives from incorporating trust models into decentralized recommender systems,
exploiting trust not only for selecting small neighborhoods upon which to perform collaborative filtering, but
also for weeding out irrelevant peers.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly outline existing approaches dealing with the
incorporation of trust into reputation systems and online
recommenders. Next, we present a survey about results
from socio-psychological research which bear relevance
for our studies. Section 4 presents experiments we performed in order to investigate the presence or absence of
interactions between trust and similarity in the context
of the All Consuming community where implicit ratings

prevail. Complementing the evaluation framework, Section 5 presents an experimental study performed on
FilmTrust, a community catering to movie lovers. Suggestions for the exploitation of correlation between trust
and similarity are provided in Section 6, while Section 7
mentions open questions and possible future work.
2. Trust and recommender systems
Online recommender systems [49,33] intend to provide people with recommendations of products they
might appreciate, taking into account their past ratings
profile, purchase history, or interest. There are three main
types of filtering systems [19]: collaborative, contentbased, and economic filtering. While content-based filtering takes into account properties attributed to the
nature of products themselves, collaborative filtering
(CF) relies upon building “neighborhoods of like-minded
customers” [53] whose rating history may then serve to
generate new recommendations. Economic filtering,
which filters items based on cost factors, has seen little
practical application and exerts marginal impact only.
Sinha and Swearingen [57] have found that people
prefer receiving recommendations from people they
know and trust, i.e., friends and family-members, rather
than from recommender systems. As a result, some
researchers have started to focus on computational trust
models as appropriate means to supplement or replace
current collaborative filtering approaches.
Kautz et al. [29] mine social network structures in
order to render expertise information exchange and
collaboration feasible. Olsson [47] proposes an architecture combining trust, collaborative filtering and content-based filtering in one single framework, giving only
vague information and insight, though. Another agentbased approach has been presented by Montaner et al.
[42], who introduce “opinion-based” filtering. Montaner
claims that trust should be derived from user similarity,
implying that friends are exactly those people that resemble our very nature. However, Montaner's model
only extends to the agent world and does not reflect
evidence acquired from real-world social studies concerning the formation of trust. Similar agent-based systems have been devised by Kinateder and Rothermel
[31], Kinateder and Pearson [30], and Chen and Singh
[11].
Apart from research in multi-agent systems, online
communities also make use of trust networks. The wellknown reviewers' community Epinions (http://www.
epinions.com) provides information filtering facilities
based upon personalized webs of trust [20]. Guha, chief
architect of Epinions, states that the trust-based filtering
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approach has been greatly approved and appreciated by
Epinions' members. However, empirical and statistical
justifications underpinning these findings, like indications of a correlation between trust and interest similarity, have not been given so far. Epinions' rating and
trust data have also been used by Massa and Avesani
[38]. They propose to supersede CF-based neighborhoods by trust networks, making use of very basic
propagation schemes. Initial empirical data has been
provided in their work, indicating that precision does not
decrease too much when using trust-based neighborhood formation schemes instead of common CF.
3. Evidence from social psychology
Research in social psychology offers some important results for investigating interactions between trust
and similarity. However, most relevant studies primarily focus on interpersonal attraction rather than trust,
and its possible coupling with similarity. Interpersonal
attraction constitutes a major field of interest of social
psychology, and the positive impact of attitudinal similarity on liking has effectively become one of its
most reliable findings [4]. Studies have given extensive
attention to three different types of interpersonal relationships, namely same-sex friendships, primarily
among college students, cross-sex romantic relationships, again primarily among college students, and
marriage [24]. Clearly, these three types of relationships also happen to be essential components of trust,
though perfect equivalence does not hold. Moreover,
the complex notion of interpersonal trust, already
difficult to capture regarding the “lack of consensus”
which has been pointed out by McKnight and Chervany
[41], interacts with other sociological concepts not
reflected through interpersonal attraction. These elusive
components include reputation, skill, situational and
dispositional aspects of interpersonal trust [37,36], and
familiarity [13].
However, since explicit trust relationships have remained outside the scope of empirical analysis on the
correlation with attitudinal similarity, we are forced to
stick to interpersonal attraction instead. Clearly, results
obtained must be treated with care before attributing
them to interpersonal trust as well.
3.1. On interpersonal attraction and similarity
Early investigations date back until 1943, when
Burgess and Wallin published their work about homogamy of social attributes with respect to engaged couples
[8]. Similarity could be established for nearly every

3

characteristic examined. However, according to Berscheid
[4], these findings do not justify conclusions about positive effects of similarity on interpersonal attraction by
themselves, since “part of the association between similarity and social choice undoubtedly is due not to
personal preference, but to the fact that people tend to be
thrown together in time and space with others similar to
themselves”.
First large-scale experimental studies were conducted
by Newcomb [44] and Byrne [9,10]. The former work
focused on friendships between American college students and nowadays counts among the seminal works on
friendship formation. By means of his longitudinal study,
Newcomb could reveal a positive association between
attraction and attitudinal value similarity. Byrne, doing
extensive research and experiments in the area of attraction, conducted similar experiments, applying the nowfamous “bogus stranger technique” [10].
3.1.1. Analysis of interactions between similarity and
attraction
The result of Byrne's experiment well aligned with
Newcomb's findings and confirmed that attitude similarity is a determinant of attraction. Rather than further
document this fact, which counts among the most
reliable findings in social psychology today [4], researchers have ever since attempted to identify the factors
that mediate and define the limitations of positive association between similarity and attraction.
For instance, Byrne conjectured that one's mere
discovery of some other person holding similar attitudes
is reinforcing in itself, arguing that “the expression of
similar attitudes by a stranger serves as a positive reinforcement, because consensual validation for an individual's attitudes and opinions and beliefs is a major
source of reward for the drive to be logical, consistent,
and accurate in interpreting the stimulus world” [10].
We suppose likewise effects when forging bonds of
trust. The sheer observation that some other peer holds
interests similar to our own, e.g., reading the same kinds
of books, intuitively renders the latter more trustworthy
in our eyes and engenders sentiments of “familiarity”. In
fact, automated collaborative filtering systems exploit
this conjecture in order to make reliable predictions of
product preference [57].
Social psychologists have identified some other likely
factors accounting for the similarity-attraction association. For example, the information that another person
possesses similar attitudes may suggest his sympathy
towards the individual, and “it is known that the anticipation of being liked often generates attraction in
return” [4]. Jones et al. [27] provided some large-scale
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empirical analysis for reciprocation of attraction from
similar others.
3.1.2. Limitations
While positive association was attested for attitudinal
similarity and interpersonal attraction, evidence could
not be expanded to similarity in general. Berscheid [4]
therefore notes that despite “considerable efforts to find
a relationship between friendship choice and personality
(as opposed to attitude) similarity, for example, the evidence for this hypothesis remains unconvincing […]”.
This inability to establish an association between personality similarity and attraction does not prove overly
harmful to our hypothesis, since personal interests represent traits of attitude rather than personality. However,
even attitude similarity fails to produce attraction under
certain circumstances. Snyder and Fromkin [58] reveal
that perceiving very high similarity with another individual may even evoke negative sentiments towards that
respective person. Moreover, according to Heider [22],
“similarity can evoke disliking when the similarity carries
with it disagreeable implications”, which common sense
anticipates, likewise. Take narcissist persons as an
example.
3.2. Conclusion
The preceding literature survey has shown that
interactions between similarity traits and interpersonal
attraction are difficult to capture. Even though the tight
coupling between both concepts counts among social
psychology's most reliable findings, there are numerous
caveats to take into consideration, like subtle distinctions between various types of similarity, e.g., attitudinal
similarity and personality similarity. Moreover, most
studies argue that attitudinal similarity implies attraction, whereas the latter proposition's inversion, i.e.,
positing that similarity follows from attraction, has been
subject to sparse research only. Common sense supports
this thesis, though, since people tend to adopt attitudes
of friends, spouses, etc.
4. On correlations between trust and similarity
Evidence from socio-psychological research thus
gives hints proposing the existence of positive interactions between trust and interest similarity. However, the
theory does not provide exhaustive support that allows
us to take this assumption for granted. Mind that trust
and interpersonal attraction, though subsuming several
common aspects, e.g., friendship, familiarity, etc., are
not fully compliant notions.

We intend to establish a formal framework for investigating interactions between trust and similarity,
believing that given an application domain, such as, for
instance, the book-reading domain, people's trusted
peers are on average considerably more similar to their
sources of trust than arbitrary peers. More formally, let A
denote the set of all community members, trust(ai) the set
of all users trusted by ai, and sim: A × A → [− 1,+1] some
similarity function:
P
P
X aj atrustðai Þ simðai ; aj Þ X aj aAqfai g simðai ; aj Þ
NN
jtrustðai Þj
jAj  1
a aA
a aA
i

i

ð1Þ
For instance, given that agent ai is interested in
Science-Fiction and Artificial Intelligence, the chances
that aj, trusted by ai, also likes these two topics are
much higher than for peer ae not explicitly trusted by ai.
Various social processes are involved, such as participation in those social groups that best reflect our own
interests and desires.
4.1. Model and data acquisition
In order to verify or refute our hypothesis for specific
domains, we need to define an information model, determine metrics and methods for evaluation, and apply
our framework to real-world data.
4.1.1. Information model
In our information model proposed, we assume
relationships of binary preference, i.e., for every ai ∈ A,
we divide the set of agents A into trusted and non-trusted
ones. Moreover, ratings are assumed implicit and nonquantifiable with respect to the degree of appreciation.
Though making the data more imprecise, the model
becomes more general and bindings with real-world
data, such as the All Consuming dataset, are facilitated.
(a) Set of agents A = {a1, a2,…, an}. A contains all
agents part of the community, identified uniquely
through URLs etc.
(b) Set of products B = {b1, b2,…, bm}. All domainrelevant products are stored in set B. Unique
identifiers either refer to proprietary product codes
from an online store, such as Amazon.com's
ASINs, or represent globally accepted standard
codes, like ISBNs.
(c) Trust rating function trust: A → 2A . For every
ai ∈ A, trust(ai) returns the set of agents Ai ⊆ A
that ai trusts.
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(d) User ratings R1, R2,…, Rn. Every agent ai is
assigned a set Ri ⊆ B which contains his implicit
product ratings. Implicit ratings, such as purchase
data, product mentions, etc., are far more common
in electronic commerce systems and online communities than explicit ratings [46].
(e) Taxonomy C over set D = {d1,d2,…,dl}. Set D
contains categories for product classification.
Each category de ∈ D represents one specific
topic that products bk ∈ B may fall into. Topics
express broad or narrow categories. The partial
taxonomic order C: D → 2D retrieves all immediate sub-categories C (de) ⊆ D for topics de ∈ D.
We require that C (de) ∩ C (dh) = ∅ holds for all
de, dh ∩ D, e ≠ h, and hence impose tree-like structuring, similar to single-inheritance class hierarchies known from object-oriented languages.
Leaf topics de are topics with zero outdegree,
formally C (de) = ⊥, i.e., most specific categories.
Furthermore, taxonomy C has exactly one top
element, , which represents the most general
topic and has zero indegree.
(f ) Descriptor assignment function f: B → 2D .
Function f assigns a set Dk ⊆ D of product topics
to every product bk ∈ B. Note that products may
possess several descriptors, for classification into
one single category may be too imprecise.
⊥

4.1.2. Data acquisition
All Consuming (http://www.allconsuming.net) represents one of the few communities that allow members to
express which other agents they trust, as well as which
items, in our case books, they appreciate. In fact, to the
best of our knowledge, All Consuming, Epinions (http://
www.epinions.com), and the FilmTrust community
(discussed in detail later) are the only communities
that feature trust and product ratings. We favored All
Consuming over Epinions because of All Consuming
restricting itself to the book domain where content
information, needed for computing similarities between
users, is readily available. This is not the case for most
other domains.
Users may import their list of trusted persons from
other applications like FOAF [12]. Moreover, All Consuming offers to automatically compile information
about books its members have read from their personal
weblog.2 Members may explicitly assert trust statements
and indicate books they own, have read, like most, and
so forth.

2

Weblogs are best described as personal online diaries.

5

Trust assertions from user ai to aj in All Consuming
are boolean, either denoting full trust, i.e., ai explicitly
stating trust in aj, or no trust, if ai does not. Moreover,
book mentions in All Consuming seldom reflect “real”
ratings, like dislike or liking. They rather indicate that
agent ai has read or purchased book bk. These statements therefore count among implicit ratings, which
complies well with our model. Clearly, people tend to
only buy and read books they expect to appreciate. In
fact, numerous recommender systems are purely based
upon implicit ratings [46].
Our tools mined data from about 2074 weblogs
contributing to the All Consuming information base,
and 527 users issuing 4.93 trust statements on average
(see Fig. 1). These users have mentioned 6592 different books altogether. In order to obtain category
descriptors f (bi) for all discovered books bi, we collected classification information from the Amazon.
com online bookshop (http://www.amazon.com). For
each book, Amazon.com provides an average of about
4.1 classification topics. These topics represent leaf
nodes relating to the huge Amazon.com book taxonomy, featuring 13,394 categories after duplicate removal and data cleansing. Note that the Amazon.com
book taxonomy exhibits a tree structure, which complies with our formal model in Section 4.1.1. More
statistical information describing the All Consuming and
Amazon.com datasets is given in Ref. [64], Epinions is
dealt with in Ref. [39].
4.2. Similarity computation
In order to analyze interactions between trust and user
similarity, we need mathematical models indicating how
to compute similarity. The book domain bears some
notable differences to most other domains like videos,
computer games, and DVDs. First, every published
book is uniquely identified by its ISBN, which makes
it easy to ensure interoperability and gather supplementary information from various other sources, e.g.,
mentioned category descriptors from Amazon for any
given ISBN. Second, the set of published books is vast
and much larger than for videos or DVDs. Consequently, profile overlap, i.e., the number of books two
given users ai, aj ∈ A have both rated, is generally
small. Common techniques used in collaborative filtering, such as computing Pearson's correlation coefficient [55,50], are therefore bound to fail within our
context. Even more advanced techniques, like Sarwar's singular value decomposition [53], cannot reduce dimensionality satisfactorily for the underlying
application domain.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the All Consuming network's largest connected component.

score assigned, according the arbitrarily fixed overall
score s.
Suppose that Y
vi ¼ ðvi;1 ; vi;2 ; N ; vi;jDj ÞT represents the
profile vector for user ai, where vi,k gives the score for
topic dk ∈ D. Then we require the following equation to
hold:
8ai aA :

jDj
X

vi;k ¼ s

ð2Þ

k¼1

By virtue of agent-wise normalization for ai's profile,
the score for each product bk ∈ Ri amounts to s / |Ri|,
inversely proportional to the number of distinct products
that ai has rated. Likewise, for each topic descriptor
dke ∈ f (bk) categorizing product bk, we accord topic
score sc(dke) = s / (|Ri| ˙ | f (bk)|). Thus, the topic score for
bk is distributed evenly among its topic descriptors.
Let ( p0, p1,…, pq) denote the path from top element
p0 = to descendant pq = dke within the tree-structured
⊥

4.2.1. Profile generation
We propose another, more informed approach that
does not represent users by their respective productrating vectors of dimensionality |B|, but by vectors of
interest scores assigned to topics taken from taxonomy
C over product categories d ∈ D.
User profile vectors are thus made up of |D| entries,
which corresponds to the number of distinct classification topics. Moreover, making use of profile vectors
representing interest in topics rather than product instances, we can exploit the hierarchical structure of
taxonomy C in order to generate overlap and render
the similarity computation more meaningful: for every
topic dke ∈ f (bk) of products bk that agent ai has
implicitly rated, we also infer an interest score for all
super-topics of dke in user ai's profile vector. However,
score assigned to super-topics decays with increasing
distance from leaf node dke. We furthermore normalize profile vectors with respect to the amount of
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Fig. 2. Fragment from the Amazon.com book taxonomy.

taxonomy C for some given dke ∈ f (bk). Then topic
descriptor dke has q super-topics. Score normalization
and inference of fractional interest for super-topics imply
that descriptor topic score sc(dke) may not become fully
assigned to dke, but in part to all its ancestors pq−1,…p0,
likewise. We therefore introduce another score function
sco( pm) that represents the eventual assignment of score
to topics pm along the taxonomy path leading from pq =
dke to p0 = :
⊥

q
X

scoð pm Þ ¼ scðdke Þ

ð3Þ

Eqs. (3) and (4) describe conditions which have to
hold for the computation of leaf node pq's profile score
sco( pq) and the computation of scores for its taxonomy
ancestors pk, where k ∈ {0, 1,…, q − 1}. We derive the
following recursive definition for sco( pq):
scoð pq Þ :¼ jd

scðdke Þ
;
gq

where
g0 :¼ 1; g1 :¼ 1 þ

m¼0

In addition, based on results obtained from research
on semantic distance in taxonomies (e.g., see [7] and
[52]), we require that interest score sco( pm) accorded to
pm, which is super-topic to pm+1, depends on the number
of siblings, denoted sib( pm+1), of pm+1: the fewer
siblings pm + 1 possesses, the more interest score is
accorded to its super-topic node pm:
scoð pm Þ ¼ jd

scoð pmþ1 Þ
sibð pmþ1 Þ þ 1

ð4Þ

We assume that sub-topics have equal shares in their
super-topic within taxonomy C. This assumption may
imply several issues and raise concerns, e.g., when certain
sub-taxonomies are considerably denser than others
[51,52].
Propagation factor κ permits to fine-tune the profile
generation process, depending on the underlying taxonomy's depth and granularity. For instance, we applied
κ = 0.75 for Amazon.com's book taxonomy, owing to its
high level of nesting and “condensed” structure.3
3

As opposed to the Amazon movie taxonomy, which is
comparatively shallow and broad. See [64].

ð5Þ

1
;
sibð pq Þ þ 1

and ∀n ∈ {2,…,q}
gn :¼ gn1 þ ðgn1  gn2 Þd

1
sibð pqnþ1Þ þ 1

Computed scores sco( pm) are used to build a profile
vector Y
vi for user ai, adding scores for topics in Y
vi . The
procedure is repeated for every product bk ∈ Ri and
every dke ∈ f (bk).
4.2.1.1. Example 1 (Profile computation). Suppose
taxonomy C as depicted in Fig. 2, and propagation
factor κ = 1. Let ai have implicitly rated four books,
namely Matrix Analysis, Fermat's Enigma, Snow
Crash, and Neuromancer. For Matrix Analysis, five
topic descriptors are given, one of them pointing to leaf
topic Algebra within our small taxonomy.
Suppose that s = 1000 defines the overall accorded
profile score. Then the score assigned to descriptor Algebra amounts to s / (4 ˙ 5) = 50. Ancestors of leaf Algebra are Pure, Mathematics, Science, and top element
Books. Therefore, score 50 must be distributed among
these topics according to Eqs. (3) and (4). The application of Eq. (5) yields score 29.091 for topic Algebra.
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Likewise, applying Eq. (4), we get 14.545 for topic
Pure, 4.848 for Mathematics, 1.212 for Science, and
0.303 for top element Books.
The above procedure is repeated for all descriptors of
all four books. The resulting values are then used to
build profile vector Y
vi for ai.
4.2.2. Profile similarity computation
The presented approach computes flat profile vectors
Y
vi a½0; sjDj for agents a i, assigning score values
between 0 and maximum score s to every topic d from
the set of product categories D. However, we still need
to match these profile vectors against each other in order
to come up with one single similarity metric value.
Sarwar et al. [53] count nearest-neighbor techniques,
like Pearson's correlation coefficient [55,50] and cosine
similarity [3], widely known from information retrieval,
among most popular approaches used for measuring
profile proximity. We opt for Pearson correlation instead
of cosine similarity since Pearson's correlation coefficient also allows for detecting negative correlation.
Moreover, Pearson correlation represents the defacto
standard for collaborative filtering [6,23].
For two given profile vectors Y
vi ; Y
vj a½0; sjDj , Pearson
correlation is defined as below:
XjDj
ðvik  v̄i Þd ðvjk  v̄j Þ
cðai ; aj Þ ¼ PjDj k¼0
ð6Þ
PjDj
1
ð k¼0 ðvik  v̄i Þ2 d k¼0 ðvjk  v̄j Þ2 Þ2
Scalars v̄i and v̄j give mean values for vectors Y
vi and
Y
vj . In our case, because of profile score normalization,
both values are identical, i.e., v̄i ¼ v̄j ¼ s=jDj. Values for
c(ai, aj) range from − 1 to +1, where negative values
indicate negative correlation, and positive values positive correlation, respectively. Clearly, people who have
read many books in common also have high similarity.
For generic approaches to collaborative filtering, the
proposition's negation also holds, i.e., people who have
not read many books in common have low similarity.
Our approach, on the other hand, may compute high
similarity values even for pairs of agents that have little
or even no books in common. Quality is highly dependent on the taxonomy's design and level of nesting.
According to our scheme, the more score two profiles Y
vi
and Y
vj have accumulated in same branches, the higher
their computed similarity:
4.2.2.1. Example 2 (Positive correlation). Suppose
the active user ai has read only one single book bm,
bearing exactly one topic descriptor that classifies bm
into Algebra. User aj has read another book bn whose

topic descriptors point to diverse leaf nodes4 of History.
Then c(ai, aj) will still be reasonably high, for both
profiles have significant overlap in categories Mathematics and Science.
Negative correlation occurs when users have completely diverging interests. For instance, in our information base mined from All Consuming, we had one
user reading books mainly from the genres of Science
Fiction, Fantasy, and Artificial Intelligence. The person
in question was negatively correlated to another one
reading books about American History, Politics, and
Conspiracy Theories.
4.3. Experiment setup and analysis
We performed two experiments in order to analyze
possible positive correlations between interest similarity
and interpersonal trust for the book-reading domain. In
both cases, experiments were run on data obtained from
All Consuming (see Section 4.1.2). Considering the
slightly different information makeup the two experiments were based upon, we expected the first to define
an upper bound for the analysis, and the second one a
lower bound. Results obtained confirm our conjecture.
4.3.1. Upper bound analysis
Before conducting the two experiments, we applied
extensive data cleansing and duplicate removal to the
All Consuming active user base of 527 members5. First,
we pruned all users ai having fewer than 3 books mentioned, removing them from user base A and from all
sets trust(aj) where ai ∈ trust(aj). Next, we discarded all
users ai who did not issue any trust assertions at all.
Interestingly, some users had created several accounts.
We discovered these “duplicates” by virtue of scanning
through account names for similarity patterns and by
tracking identical or highly similar profiles in terms of
book mentions. Moreover, we stripped self-references,
i.e., statements about users trusting themselves. Through
application of data cleansing, 266 users were discarded
from the initial test set, leaving 261 users for the upper
bound experiment to run upon. We denote the reduced
set of users by AV and corresponding trust functions by
trustV(ai).
For every single user ai ∈ AV, we generated his
profile vector and computed the similarity score c(ai, aj)

4

Leaf nodes of topic History, representing history of mathematics,
are not shown in Fig. 2.
5
All Consuming's crawled weblogs were not considered for the
experiments, owing to their lack of trust web information.
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for each trusted peer aj ∈ trust V(ai). Next, we averaged
these proximity measures, obtaining value z iV:
P
aj atrust Vðai Þ cðai ; aj Þ
ð7Þ
zV
i :¼
jtrust Vðai Þj
Moreover, we computed ai's similarity with any
other user from dataset AV, except ai himself. Again, we
took the average of these proximity measures and
recorded the result siV:
P
aj aA Vqfai g cðai ; aj Þ
ð8Þ
sV
i :¼
jA Vj  1
A comparison of pairs (z iV, s iV) revealed that in 173
cases, users were more similar to their trusted peers than
arbitrary ones. The opposite held for only 88 agents.
Users had an average similarity score of 0.247 with
respect to their trusted peers, while only exhibiting
0.163 with complete A V. In other words, users were
more than 50% more similar to their trusted agents than
arbitrary peers.
4.3.1.1. Distributions of z ′ and s′. Fig. 3(A) gives
histogram representations for z′ and s′, respectively. No
agents have higher average similarity than 0.4, i.e.,
s iV≤ 0.4 holds for all ai ∈ A V. This is not the case for zV,
as there remains a considerable amount of users ai
exhibiting an average trusted-peer similarity zV larger
than 0.4. About 20 agents have z iVN 0.6. Interestingly,
while the overall peer similarity sVshows an almost perfect
Gaussian distribution curve, its counterpart zV does not
feature the typical bell shape. This observation raises some
serious concerns when conducting analysis of statistical
significance in Section 4.4.
4.3.1.2. Scatter plot. In order to directly match every
user's overall similarity sV against his average trustedpeer similarity zV, Fig. 4(A) provides a scatter plot for
the experiment at hand. The dashed line, dividing the
scheme into an upper and lower region, models an agent
ai having identical similarity values, i.e., s iV= z iV. The
plot exhibits a strong bias towards the upper region,
which becomes particularly pronounced for agents ai
with s iVN 0.15.
4.3.2. Lower bound analysis
The first experiment proposed that users tend to trust
people that are significantly more similar to themselves
than average users. However, we have to consider that
All Consuming offers a feature that suggests friends to
newbie users ai. All Consuming chooses users who

Fig. 3. Histograms of the upper bound (A) and lower bound
(B) analysis.

have at least one book in common with ai. We have
reason to suspect that our first experiment was biased
and too optimistic with respect to positive interactions
between trust and similarity. Consequently, we pruned
user set A′ once again, eliminating trust statements
whenever trusting and trusted user had at least one book
in common. We denote the latter user base by A″, now
reduced to 210 trusting users, and indicate its respective
trust functions by trust″ (ai).
Clearly, our approach to eliminate All Consuming's
intrusion into the natural process of trust formation
entails the removal of many “real” trust relationships
between users ai and aj, i.e., relationships which had
been forged owing to ai actually knowing and trusting
aj, and not because of All Consuming proposing aj as an
appropriate match for ai.
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4.3.2.1. Histogram curves. The bell-shaped distribution of s″, depicted in Fig. 3(B), looks more condensed
with respect to s V and has its peak slightly below the
latter plot's curve. The differences between z″ and z V are
even more pronounced, though, e.g., the shape of z″'s
histogram looks more “regular” than z V's pendant. The
approximation of z″'s distribution, applying polynomial
regression of degree 5, strongly resembles the Erlang-k
distribution, supposing k = 2. For similarity degrees
above 0.35, peaks of z″'s histogram are considerably
less explicit than for z″ or have effectively disappeared,
as is the case for degrees above 0.6.
4.3.2.2. Matching ziW and siW. Fig. 4(B) gives the
scatter plot of our lower bound analysis. The strong bias
towards the upper region has become less articulate,
though still clearly visible. Interestingly, the increase of
ratio ziW: siW for siW N 0.15 still persists.
4.4. Statistical significance

Fig. 4. Scatter plot for the upper bound (A) and lower bound
(B) analysis.

For the second experiment, we computed values si″
and z i″ for every ai ∈ A″. We supposed results to be
biased to the disadvantage of our conjecture, i.e., unduly
lowering possible positive associations between trust
and user similarity. Again, one should bear in mind that
for set A″, users did not have one single book in
common with their trusted peers.
Results obtained from the second experiment corroborate our expectations, being less indicative for
existing positive interactions between interpersonal trust
and attitudinal similarity. Nevertheless, similarity values
zi″ still exceeded s i″: in 112 cases, people were more
similar to their trusted fellows than arbitrary peers. The
opposite held for 98 users. Mean values of z″ and s″
amounted to 0.164 and 0.134, respectively. Even for the
lower bound experiment, users were still approximately
23% more similar to their trusted fellows than arbitrary
agents.

We conclude our experimental analysis noticing that
without exact knowledge of how much noise All Consuming's “friend recommender” adds to our obtained
results, we expect the true correlation intensity between
trust and interest similarity to reside somewhere within
our computed upper and lower bound.
Moreover, we investigated whether the increase of
mean values of zV with respect to s V, and z″ with
respect to s″, bears statistical significance or not.
For the analyses at hand, common parametrical onefactor ANOVA could not be applied to z V and sV, and z″
and s″ because of the following factors;
Gaussian distribution. The distributions of both samples have to be normal, even though small departures
may be accommodated. While sV and s″ exhibit the
latter Gaussian distribution property, z V and z″
obviously do not.
Equal variances. Data transformation, e.g., logarithmic, probits, etc., might be an option for z″, bearing
traits of Erlang-2. However, ANOVA also demands
largely identical variances σ2. Since z″'s variance is
5.33 times the variance of s″, this criterion cannot be
satisfied.
Owing to these two limitations, we opted for
Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric ANOVA [56], which
does not make any assumptions with respect to distribution and variance.
Table 1 shows result parameters obtained from
analyzing the upper bound experiment. Since value p is
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Table 1
Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA test results for the upper bound experiment
zV
sV

n

Rank sum

Mean rank

261
261

73702.0
60719.0

284.56
234.44

Kruskal–Wallis Statistic 14.52.
p 0.0001.

much smaller than 0.05, very high statistical significance
holds, thus refuting the hypothesis that fluctuations between medians of sV and zV were caused by mere random.
For the lower bound experiment, on the other hand,
no statistical significance was detected.
4.5. Conclusion
Both experiments suggest that the mean similarity of
trusting and trusted peers exceeds the arbitrary user
similarity. For the upper bound analysis, strong statistical significance was discovered, which was not the
case for its lower bound pendant. However, assuming
the true distribution curves to reside somewhere in
between these bounds, and taking into account that both
zV and z″ exhibit larger mean values than sV and s″,
respectively, the results we obtained bear strong indications towards positive interactions between interpersonal trust and interest similarity.
5. Trust and similarity in FilmTrust
FilmTrust (http://trust.mindswap.org/FilmTrust/) is
a Web site that integrates social networks with movie
ratings and reviews [16]. Users make connections to
friends, and, more importantly for this work, rate how
much they trust each friend's opinion about movies on
a scale from 1 (low trust) to 10 (high trust). Users can
also rate films on a scale from one half star (very bad)
to four stars (excellent). Within the site, the social
network is used as a recommender system to generate
predictive ratings for movies based on the user's trust
values for others in the network. The data from this
Web site also provides an opportunity to study the
relationship between user similarity and trust in a
context where both trust values and opinions about
movies have been explicitly rated on a scale. This
section will introduce the FilmTrust network and use
the data to illustrate a strong and significant correlation
between trust and user similarity.
Note that by virtue of the different, prediction-oriented
information model supposed for FilmTrust, the design of
the study substantially differs from the evaluation frame-
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work presented in previous sections, thus complementing
our other approach.
5.1. FilmTrust introduction
The social networking component of the FilmTrust
Web site allows users to make connections to friends.
There are currently over 600 members of the FilmTrust
community. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the social
network. When adding a friend, users are required to
provide a trust rating for that person. Because the context of the Web site is movie-specific, users are asked to
rate how much they trust their friends' opinions of
movies. Ratings are made on a 1 through 10 scale where
1 represents very low trust and 10 very high trust. There
is no rating to reflect distrust in the system because the
meaning of distrust is far less clear, both socially and
computationally.
Part of the user's profile is a “Friends” page. In the
FilmTrust network, relationships can be one-way, so the
page displays a list of people the user has named as
friends, and a second list of people who have named the
user as a friend. An icon indicates reciprocal relationships and the trust ratings that the user assigned are
shown next to each friend.
If trust ratings are visible to everyone, users can be
discouraged from giving accurate ratings for fear of
offending or upsetting people by giving them low
ratings. Because honest trust ratings are important to the
function of the system, these values are kept private and
shown only to the user who assigned them. The ratings
that people assigned to the user are not shown.
There are currently 672 members in the FilmTrust
network. Of those, 241 are isolated nodes, they have no
social connections and only participate for the movie

Fig. 5. Visualization of the FilmTrust network's largest connected
component.
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information. These disconnected nodes are not considered in our analysis. That leaves 431 remaining members. Because relationships are directional, that is, a
person can list someone as a friend without that person
listing them back, there are different in-and outdegrees
for each node. The average outdegree (people the user
has listed as a friend), is 3.72, while the average indegree (people who listed a user as a friend) is 3.01.
Thus, looking at all edges, the average degree is 6.73.
The average trust rating is 6.8 on a scale from 1 to 10,
with a standard deviation of 2.23. The values are normally distributed with the exception of a spike for trust
values of 10, see Fig. 6(A).
The other relevant feature of the Web site is a movie
rating and review system. Users can choose any film and
rate it on a scale of one half star to four stars. They can
also write free-text reviews about movies. The user's
“Movies” page displays data for every movie that he has
rated or reviewed.
In FilmTrust, 1486 unique movies have been rated or
reviewed by members. There are a total of 4833 reviews
for 387 different movies. There are 13,997 ratings for
1479 different movies. This averages to 9.46 ratings per
film. However, this distribution is skewed. 1437 movies
have fewer than 50 ratings with about half (790) given
only one rating. The average number of ratings given to
this group of 1437 films is 2.66. On the other hand, fifty
films have over 80 ratings, with an average of 202
ratings for each film in that group. This distribution is
due to the fact that during the registration process, users
are presented with and asked to rate the top fifty films
from the AFI Top 100 Movies of All Time list. Thus, the
movies on this list are much more likely to be rated. Of
the 672 members, 563 have rated or reviewed films. On
average, each person has rated or reviewed 24.9 films.
These explicit ratings of trust values and movies
facilitate an analysis of the correlation between trust and
user similarity.
5.2. Profile similarity computation
When users join the FilmTrust network, they are
presented with a list of the top 50 films on the American
Film Institute's top 100 movies list6 and asked to assign
a star rating to any movies they have seen. Thus, there is
a core set of films with ratings from many users that
permit a better and more facile analysis.
Let ti (aj) represent the trust rating that user ai ∈ A
has assigned to user aj and rj (bk) represent the rating
6

In order to obtain the complete list, please refer to http://www.afi.
com/tvevents/100years/movies.aspx.

Fig. 6. Distribution of trust values (A) and mean difference δ̄ grouped
by rating (B).

user aj has assigned to movie bk. Each neighbor of user
aj is contained in an adjacency list given by adj(aj).
Each movie rated by user aj is contained in the set Ri =
{b ∈ B|ri(b) ≠ ⊥}.
Similarity between users ai and aj on a given movie
bk is computed as the absolute difference δ = |ri (bk) − rj
(bk)|. To compute the correlation between trust and
similarity, neighbors are grouped according to trust
value. Since trust is allocated on an integer scale from 1
to 10, there are ten groups of neighbors. Let s represent
the trust value for which the similarity is being computed. Each movie that has been rated by user ai and
user aj where ti (aj) = τ is compared using the absolute
difference δ. The average δ, δ̄ , is used as the measure of
similarity for trust value τ. That is, we want the average
|ri (bk) − rj (bk)|, ∀ai, aj ∈ A: ti (aj) = τ, ∀bk ∈ Ri ∩ Rj.
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Table 2
Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA test results for FilmTrust data
Trust value

n

Rank sum

Mean rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

158
203
195
296
1235
1043
1217
1142
636
898

636,734.5
820,833.5
752,781.0
1,129,921.0
4,681,499.5
3,874,654.5
4,233,673.5
3,771,554.0
2,049,333.5
2,713,791.0

4029.97
4043.51
3860.42
3817.30
3790.69
3714.91
3478.78
3302.59
3222.22
3022.04

Kruskal–Wallis Statistic 17.96.
p 0.0001.

For example, when τ = 9, we select all user pairs
where user ai has rated user aj with a trust value of 9.
Then, we select all movies bk rated by both user ai and
user aj, and take the absolute difference of their ratings
for each bk. The average of these differences over all
movies for all (ai, aj) ∈ A × A where ti (aj) = 9 is used as a
measure of similarity for τ = 9.
As shown in Fig. 6(B), as the trust rating increases, δ̄
decreases. Recall that the difference in movie ratings is a
measure of error, so a lower difference means higher
similarity. Thus, we see that user similarity increases as
trust increases.
5.3. Statistical significance
There are two questions as to the significance of
these results. First, is there a statistical correlation between trust and similarity, and second, is the difference
statistically significant.
Fig. 6(B) appears to show a linear relationship between δ̄ and trust. We compute this with the Pearson
correlation [55]. It is important to point out that both
trust rating and δ̄ values are on a scale of discrete
values. Although the data are not continuous, they are
not strictly categorical either. We choose to use the
Pearson correlation, but because of the scalar nature of
the values, the coefficient serves more as a general
indicator than a precise measurement of the correlation.7
Nevertheless, the correlation between trust and δ̄ is
strong and significant. For these data, the correlation
coefficient r = − 0.987 indicates an almost perfect negative linear relationship: as trust increases, the average
7
The analysis methodology presented herein resembles the
approach adopted by Newman [45] to investigate the strength of
assortative mixing in social networks.
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difference in ratings decreases (ratings become more
similar). For these sample sizes, this correlation is
significant at p b 0.01.
To test the significance of the change in δ̄ as trust
values change, we used the same Kruskal–Wallis
ANOVA as was used above. While the sample distributions are normal in this case, the variance is different in
each group, making the standard ANOVA inappropriate.
Table 2 shows the result parameters of the Kruskal–
Wallis ANOVA. The p value is quite small, indicating
that δ̄ decreases significantly as trust increases.
5.4. Conclusion
The data from the FilmTrust Web site give insight
into how user similarity changes when there is a range of
trust values. In the analysis presented here, we see that
as the trust between users increases, the difference in the
ratings they assign to movies decreases. This is a
significant change, and the correlation between trust and
similarity is strong. Our finding reinforces the results
from Section 4 by showing that changes in similarity are
correlated to changes in trust between users.
6. Exploiting correlations between trust and similarity
We envision trust to play an important role for decentralized recommender systems. These filtering systems suppose distributed data and control and currently
face various problems inherent to their very nature:
6.1. Credibility and attack–resistance
The Semantic Web and other open systems lack
dedicated mechanisms and facilities to verify user
identity. These systems tend to encourage insincerity
and fraudulent behavior. Moreover, penalization and
banishment are hard to accomplish. Collaborative
filtering becomes particularly susceptive to attack, for
malicious users simply have to create profiles replicating the victim's in order to obtain high similarity. Then
they can lure the victim into buying items the purchase
of which may provide some utility for the attacker.
6.2. Product–user matrix sparseness
Communities often limit the number of ratable products, therefore avoiding product–user matrices from
becoming overly sparse. Besides, Ringo [55] and other
systems require users to rate items from small product
subsets to generate user profiles with sufficient overlap.
However, decentralized recommender system cannot
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suppose reduced item sets. Bear in mind that controlling
product set contents and having users rate certain goods
presupposes some central authority.
6.3. Computational complexity and scalability
Centralized systems are able to control and limit the
number of members. Depending on the community's
size, large-scale server clusters ensure proper operativeness and scalability. In general, recommender systems
imply heavy computations. For instance, collaborative
filtering systems compute Pearson correlation for users
ai offline rather than on-the-fly. Recall that coefficients
c(ai, aj) have to be computed for every other agent
aj ∈ A. Clearly, this approach does not work for large
decentralized systems. Sensible prefiltering mechanisms which still ensure reasonable recall are needed.
From a practitioner's point of view, the above issues
need to be addressed before decentralized recommender
systems can be crafted. The knowledge that trust and
similarity positively correlate can be exploited in the
following way, solving the Gordian knot without
resorting to swords:
Trust addresses the credibility problem. Every agent
builds his own neighborhood of trusted peers, relying
upon direct trust statements and those from trusted
peers, likewise [14]. For deriving trust, numerous
metrics have been proposed during the mid-nineties,
among those [40,1,5,35], and more recently [17,18].
However, we believe that local group trust metrics like
Levien's Advogato [34] and Appleseed [61,62] best fit
neighborhood formation in decentralized systems [59].
Unfortunately, trust cannot handle product–user matrix
sparseness, nor substantially reduce dimensionality. Supplementary approaches are needed, e.g., taxonomy-based
filtering techniques [63] similar to the one proposed.
Increased computational complexity and loss of scalability are mitigated and may even be eliminated when
supposing positive correlation between trust and user
similarity. Note that the complexity issue per se does not
require the latter correlation to hold: limiting collaborative
filtering to selected peers part of agent ai's trust
neighborhood entails complexity reduction, too. However, when supposing that trust does not reflect similarity,
serious tradeoffs are implied, because scalability comes at
the expense of neighborhood quality. The trust neighborhood Ai of agent ai only represents one tiny fraction of the
overall system A. Moreover, this fraction does not
necessarily contain similar peers. Instead, trusted agents
are on average no more similar than arbitrary ones. The
number of agents aj ∈ Ai with c(ai, aj) above some
threshold t, found by the filtering process, degrades pro-

portionally with the neighborhood's size. On the other
hand, when assuming that trust does correlate with
similarity, the degradation does not take place as fast, thus
ensuring reasonable neighborhood quality.
The approach pursued by Epinions [20,21] relies
upon trust networks as only filtering mechanism, clearly
exploiting the correlation. Positive user feedback backs
the design decision. Nevertheless, we believe that trust
should supplement rather than replace existing filtering
techniques. For instance, application of collaborative
filtering to computed trust neighborhoods Ai might
boost precision significantly.
7. Discussion and outlook
We articulated our hypothesis that dependencies between trust and user similarity exists when the community's trust network is tightly bound to some particular
application. Empirical evidence has been provided based
upon data obtained from the All Consuming book-readers'
community and the FilmTrust community of movie
aficionados. To our best knowledge, similar experiments
have not been performed before, since communities
incorporating explicit trust models are still very sparse.
We believe that our results will have substantial
impact for ongoing research in recommender systems,
where discovering user similarity plays an important
role. Decentralized approaches will especially benefit
from trust network leverage. The outstanding feature of
trust networks refers to sensible prefiltering of likeminded peers and credibility of recommendations.
Arbitrary social networks, on the other hand, only
allow for computation complexity reduction.
Though backing our experiments with information
involving several hundreds of people, studies for
distinct interest domains are required. We would also
like to run our analysis on communities larger than All
Consuming and FilmTrust.
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